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ABSTRACT 
Systems of linear equations of the form A@x = b over a discrete bottleneck 
algebra (B, a, @ , < ), where @ = max and 8 = min, are studied. A square matrix A 
is said to be strongly re,aular if for some vector b the system Aax = b is uniquely 
solvable. A necessary and sufficient condition for strong regularity is proved, together 
with an 0( n2 log n) method for testing this property. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
The quadruple ‘23 = (B, @ , @ , \< ) is called a bottleneck algebra (BA for 
short) if (B, < ) is a nonempty, linearly ordered set without maximum and 
minimum and @, @ are binary operations on B defined by the formulas 
a@b=max(a,b}, 
a@b=min(a,b). 
The notation x < y means x < y and x # y, and the open interval with 
endpoints x, y will be denoted by (x, y). 
A BA ‘$3 is called dense if for every x, y E B such that x < y there exists 
x E B with x < x < y. A BA ‘$3 is called discrete if every x E B possesses a
successor S(x) with the following properties: 
(1) x < S(x), 
(2) (x,s(x))=@. 
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For every pssitive integer ic we define by induction 
t can be easily seen that S,(x)@S,(y) = S&K@ y) for every k and X, y E B. 
The set of all (m, n) matrices over 8 will be denoted by B(m, n); instead 
of B(m, 1) we shall write _Sm. The operations @, @ are extended to B( m, n) 
in the obvious way. 
N denotes the set { I, 2,. . . , n >, P, the set of all permutations of N, and id 
the identical permutation. If A = (ajj) E B(m, n), CJ E P,, ?z E P,, then 
A@, ?T) denotes the matrix C = (cii) E B(m, n) such that 
The matrices A, C E B( m, n) are said to be equivalmt if there exist o E Pm, 
7~ E Pn such that C = A( (J, v). This relation will be denoted by A - C. 
Let A E B(m, n), b E B, be given. The symbol S(A, b) stands for the set 
( x E B,,; A@ x = b }. A E B( m 9 n) is said to have strongly linearly indepen- 
dent (SLI) coZumns if (S(A, b)) = 1 for some b E B,. In the case m = n, A 
is called strongly regular (SR), The set of all b E B, with IS(A, b)l = 1 for 
the given matrix A will be denoted by Ir(A). 
The terms SLI and SR with the present meaning, but applied to the 
related algebraic structure (R, max, + ), were introduced originally in [4] as 
the starting point for a theory of rank and dimension. Strong regularity in a 
little more general structure, where (8, is defined by the assumption that 
(B, @, G ) is a linearly ordered and commutative group and @ plays the 
same role as in a BA, was treated in [3]. 
ecessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of linear systems of 
A@ x = b over a BA were found in [S]. The concepts of SLI and SR 
were extensively studied in [l] and [2]; in [2], moreover, a broader 
linear-algebra context of them was pointed out. Recall the following theorem 
on the relationship between SLI and SR from [2]. 
THEOREM 3. 
(a) If A E B(m, n) contains a strongly 
then A has SLI columns. 
23 isdenseandAEB(m,n) has 
trix C E B(n, n). 
reguZur submutrix C E B(n, n), 
SLI columns, then A contains a 
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EXAMPLE 1. The assumption of density of 8 in part (b) is essential. To 
see this, put in the set of integers % with the natural order 
A=(: i), b=(i), 
a-~ suppose that x = (xi, x2)’ E S( A, b). Then it follows from the first and seAA\*) 
the second equation that x1 >, 3 and x2 2 3, respectively. The third equation 
implies xi < 3 and x2 < 3, hence S( A, b) = ((3,3)‘}. However, after check- 
ing all square (2,2) submatdces of A by the method derived in the present 
article, we conclude that none of them is SR. 
In what follows we shall use the following theorem from [l]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E B(n, n), d E B,. ZCb ]S(A, d)] = P ifand onZy if 
the relations 
a ilr(i) ’ di > 
j E 11’ 
j#i 
0) 
are satisfied by at least one IZ E P,. 
For A E B( rz, n ) and i E N let the symbol A i stand for 
(Notice that A,, = A,._ r.) 
DEFINITION 1. A E B( n, n) is called trapezoidal if a ii > Ai holds for all 
i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Recall another theorem from [I]. 
THEOREM 3. A necessary condition for A E B( n, n) to be strongly 
regular is the existence of a trapezoidal matrix equivalent to A. If, moreover, 
23 is dense, then this condition is also s 
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The assumption of density in Theorem 3 cannot be omitted in general. As 
an illustration consider the trapezoidal matrix 
1 0 ( 1 0 1’ 
which is not SR over %. 
The aim of the present paper is to find a necessary and sufficient 
condition for strong regularity in a discrete bottleneck algebra nd to Derive 
an efficient method for testing this property. 
2. STRONGLY TRAPEZOIDAL MATRICES 
From now on suppose that a discrete BA ‘B is given. AJl examples are 
taken from 93 = @I, < ). 
DEFINITION 2. A vector (a,,. . . , an)’ E I?, is called the OverdiugonuZ 
vector of a given A E S( n, n) if 
0 i q = S(A,), 
0 ii clti+r =CY~ if Ai+l < ai and (Vj < i) (aj = ai a Cli+rj < ai), 
l . . 
( ) ill “i+l=S(ai)if Ai+l<tii nrad(3j~i)(cuj=cui&Ui+lj~“i), 
. 
( ) 1V “i+l=S(Ai+,) if Ai+r>,ai. 
Let us mention here that the over-diagonal vector of a matrix A E B( n, n) 
is uniquely determined by its entries. The overdiagonal vector for A E B( n, n) 
will be denoted by Q[( A), or (Y if no confusion can arise. The following lemma 
is evident. 
LEMMA 1. For every A E B(n,n) 
(a) “YiaLy(_1 foraZli=2,...,n, 
(b) (Yi) Ai fmi=1,2 ,..., n. 
EXAMPLE 2. compute the overdiagonal vectors for the following two 
A= 
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A2 = I>, q(A); thus a2( A) = S( A,) = 2. 
A,= 1 < a&A), but a,, >, a&A); hence a3(A) = S(Q) = 3. 
If 
5 3 3 
c= i 
3 5 3, 
3 3 5 I 
then C, = 3, a,(C) = 4. 
C' = 3 < q(C) and a2* < q(C); hence az(C) = a,(C) = 4. 
C3 = 3 < as(C) and a 31 < arz( C), a 32 < cyz( C); hence a,(C) = az( C) = 4. 
DEFINITIONS. If a,,>ar,(A)fori=1,2,...,n,then A~B(n,n)issaid 
to be strongly trapezoidal (ST for short). 
EXAMPLE 2 (Continued). For the two given matrices one can easily see 
that A is not ST, since a= = az(A), while C is ST, because cl1 > a,(C), 
czz > (IY~(C), and c% > a,(C). 
LEMMA 2. ZfA E B(n, n) is ST, then a(A) E Ir(A). 
proof. The inequality aii > pi follows from Definition 3. The inequality 
holds by Definition 2, because for j < i either aij < ai or ‘Y~ < a,; and 
is implied by Lemma l(b), since Cyi > Ai 2 CT, iaii 3 CT,ia@ai- 
Before proving folloswing lemmas we introduce one more concept. Given 
AEB(n,n) and d is in d-normal fm if the 
inequalities in (1) are can be easily seen that A can be 
matrices. 
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LEMMA 3. LetA~B(n,n) andd=(d,,..C,d,))‘EIr(A) begiven. ZfA 
is i:!. d-normu Ifomtanddl<ds< l ** <d,, thend,> Ai fori=1,2,...,n. 
Proof. proceed by induction on i. 
or i= e inequality (1) implies d, > I&ali@dj, which gives d, > 
c ~,la,j=A,, since d,<dj for j>l. 
Suppose now that dj > Aj for all j < i. The inequality (1) for i now 
becomes 
aii > di > C@aijedj@ C@aijadj* 
j<i j>i 
Again di > CT> iaij, since di < dj for j > i, and 
di>, *dj > C(BAj= Ai* 
j,Ci j<i 
LEMMA 4. Let AEB(n,n) anddEIr(A) withd,,<d,< l ** gd, be 
given. Zf A is in d-noml form, then di >, (Yi(A) for i = 1,2,...,n. 
Proof. y Lemma 3 we have A,, hence d, 3 S( A,) = q(A). Sup- 
posethat dj>aJA)forall j,<i. 
d 
A) = ai( A), then using di+l> di 
>, Cyi we obtain i+l>/ cYi+i* If ai+ > a,( A), then either (i) A,, i < a,( A) 
and a r+lj>“ai(A) for some j<i with aj=(Yi, or (ii) ai(A)<Ai+r* 
or case (i) recall that d E Ir( A) fulfills (cf. Lemma 3) di+ 1 > 
c in particular di+l> ai+ljBdjaaiOaj=ai; hence d,+r 
>,S(clli)=ai+l(A). In case (ii), di+l> Ai+r but ai+i=S(A,+i); hence 
di+l a llli+1* 
LEMMA 5. Zf A E B( n, n) is SR, then A is equivalent to an ST matrix. 
Proof. r(A). Rearrange the equations of the system A@x = d 
in such a way that d,< 0.. l s then rearrange the columns of A in 
order to bring A into d-normal evert to the original notation for the 
tern. Then Lemma 4 yields aii > di 2 a,( A), which implies that 
nt to a strongly trapezoidal matrix. 
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Lemmas 2 and 5 yield 
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THEOREM 4. Let 93 be a discrete BA, A E B(n, n). l’%en A is strongly 
regular if and only if A is equivalent to a strongly trapezoidal matrix. 
3. AN ALGORITHM FOR CHECKING STRONG REGULARITY OF 
MATRICES IN A DISCRETE BOTTLENECK ALGEBRA 
Theorem 4 provides a possibility to check the strong regularity of matrices 
in a discrete BA by testing all (n!)2 pairs of row and column permutations. 
But, of course, this has no practical meaning except for very small sizes. 
Therefore we intend now to develop a more efficient method. 
LEMMA 6. 
then 
If A E B( n, n) is equivalent to a strongly trapezoidal matrix, 
Proof. Let D = A@, (IT) be ST. Then 
d,,>S 
Qt7- 1(l)7r-'(1) ” Ceao-+l)?r-'(k) l 
k+l 1 
Let A E B( n, n), n >, 2. We shall use the following notation: 
n 
j=l 
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where j is one index satisfying a ij = M(i A), 
p(A) = minQ 
=+00 if Q=0. 
LEMMA 7. L+et A E B(n, n) be strongly trapezoidal and a,(A) = 
(Y (4 r+l = l ** = a,(A). Ii&n 
akk > a,(A) > f/) 
n 
(2) 
i=r j=r 
j#i 
fm all r < k, u \< S. 
Proof. Choose an arbitrary u from the set RS = ( r, r + 1,. . . , s }. Then 
for all k E RS 
akk ’ ak(A) = %tAh 
which proves the first part of the inequality (2). Further, by Lemma 1 
s 
a,(A)=a,(A)>A,= 
i=l j=i+l 
ij’ 
i = r j>i 
and thus it remains only to prove 
q,(A) > i@ 
i-l 
i-r jer 
efinition 2 now implies (wi( A) > ai 
since ai( ai+l(A) for these i’s. 
,...,i; and i E RS\(s}, 
S-l s- 1 i S i-l 
%(A) = 
G3 @aij = a.. 
i=r+l j=r 
‘I’ 
i-er j=r 
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COROLLARY 1. If A E B( n, n) is ST and a,(A) = l l 9 = a,(A), then 
a,pS 
i I 
i@ i@Uij 
i=r j=r 
j#i 
foT all T < k < S. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf A E B( -I, n) is ST and a,(A) = l l l = q(A), then 
(3) 
for all k = l,2,. . . , s. 
Proof. It can be easily seen that in the case r = 1 the sum (2) contains 
the second greatest elements of the first s rows of A. 
LEMMA 8. Let A be equivalent to an ST matrix C. Then A is equivalent 
to an ST matrix D such that aI( D) = S(p( A)). 
Proof. It is obvious that p(A) = p(C) for A - C. If the minimum p(C) 
is achieved in the first row of C, then C, = p(A), as C is ST, and q(C) = 
S(C,) = S(p( A)); hence we are ready. Suppose now that ml(C) > p(C) [in 
this case q(C) = S(C) = S(m (C)) > Q@(A)), as C is ST], and let k > 1 be 
a row index such that mk(C) = p(A) =z p(C). Let D = C(?T, n), where IZ = 
(k12...k-l)(k+l)=..(n).Weshallsho~~thatthevector8=(61,6,,...,6,)’ 
with 8, = S(I_~( A)), Si = ai_ r(C) for 1 < i < k, 4 = ai for i > k belongs to 
Ir( D). By Theorem 2 if suffices to prove 
jSi 
We now distinguish three cases: 
. i = 1. intend to prove 
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which in fact means 
= 
j#k 
The first inequality follows from Ckk 
from a(C) E Ir(C) and Theorem 2. 
> ak(C) >, al(C) > &, the second one 
. l<i<k. Wewant 
which is the same as 
c. t-li-1 ’ “i-10 
k 
> cj_lk@&@ ~Ci_lj_l~“j_1(C)$ ~ ~ Ci_lje~j(C) 
j=2 
jZi 
j=k+l 
n 
= cj_&$@ eci_lj@(gc). 
j-l 
j#k,i-I 
The first inequality follows from a(C) E r(A), the second one moreover 
) 3 $(C) > s,. 
> k, we want 
k 
dii > Si > @dijaSj = dilBS,B 
j+i 
@dijsSjB 
j=2 
@ dij@Sj, 
j=k+l 
jZi 
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which is in fact 
n 
= Cik~Sl~ ~CijB~i(C), 
j=l 
j#k,i 
and this again follows from or(C) E Ir(C) and S, = S(p( A)). Thus we have 
6 E Ir(D), and D is ST and hence in d-normal form. By Lemma 4 its 
overdiagonal vector cy( D) fulfills a(D) < 6, which yields (Y~( D) = S(p( A)). 
In order to formulate 
some more definitions. 
the in a more convenient way we need 
DEFINITION 4. Let d E B, A E B(n, n). ,4 vector cw(A, d) = 
(q(A,d),-, at,( A, d))’ is called a dmmdiagonut vector of the matrix A if 
(i) q(A, d) = S((d@A,)), 
( ) ii ai+1(A,d)=cui(A,d) if 
Ai+l<“i(A,d) and 
&j<i) [aj(A,d)=ai(A,d) * ai+li<(Yi(A,d)), 
. . . 
( 1 ~1 ai+l(A,d)=S(ai(A,d)) if 
A i+l<ai(A,d) and 
(3j < i) (aj(A,d) =ai(A,d) & ai+lj>ai(A,d)), 
( ) iv ai+l(A,d)=S(Ai+I) if Ai+l>,ai(A,d)* 
EFINITION 5. A E B( n, n) is said to be d-strongly trapmuidal (d-ST for 
short) if aii > ai(A,d) holds for all i = 1,2,...,n. 
EMMA 9. A E B(n, n) is d-ST for some d E 8, then A is ST. 
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Proof. One can easily verify that the 
vector implies ai(A,d) > ai( for all i. 
aii > pi too. 
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definition of a doverdiagonal 
ence if Oii> ai(A,d), then 
10. Let d E B, and suppose that A E B(n, n) can be written 
ise in the form 
A,, AH 
A= A 
i i 21 42 
where A,, E B(r, r), and that 
(i? m,(A), m2(A),*..,m,(A) < d; 
(ii) m,(A)>dforall i=r+l,...,n; 
(iii) aii > a,(A,d) for all i = 1,2 ,..., r. 
Then A is equivalent o a d-strongly trapezoidal matrix D if and only if A, is 
equivalent o a d’-strongly trapezoidal matrix C, where d’ = al(A, d). 
ose w.l.0.g. that is already in the d-ST form. We shall 
t n - r components of the vector a( A, d) form the d’over- 
diagonal vector for A,,. 
rst notice that aI(A,d) = S(d@m,(A)) = S(d) because m,(A) < d. 
er, ai+l(A,d) =cu,(A,d) for i = l,...,r - 1, because for these i’s 
i+l i+l 
A i+l= Baja @mj(A)<d<aI(A,d) 
j=l j-l 
A) < d further ensures the fulfilling of the second condition in part 
inition 4, namely ai + r j <LY~(A,~) and hence a,(A,d)= l *. = 
,d) = F(d). The matrix A, itself forms the desired C: it suffices to 
i(C,d’)=ai+,(A,d) for i=1,2,...,n-r. We have m,+,(A)>d; 
LADS(d)= al(A,d) = a,(A,d); hence either A,+,>, q(A,d) 
re exist j < r such t n the first case q+r(A,d)= 
+ r), and in the secon 
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This means that 
=S(a,(A,d)@A,,,) =Std'eC,) =q(C,d’). - . a, \ 
The equality of the next components i implied by the inductive form of 
Definition 4, ensuring that in the case cy,, r( A, d ) > a,( A, d) the following 
components of cw( A, d) depend only on the last n - T entries of the rows in 
A -and these are exactly the entries of C. These observations imply also that 
the d’overdiagonal vector of C forms the continuation for the d-overdiagonal 
vector of A. 
Lemmas 6-10 provide the possibility to check the strong regularity of 
matrices in the discrete BA in the following way. (n denotes the order of the 
matrix A.) 
Step 1. Set d = - 00. 
Step 2. If n = 1 then go to step 3 else go to step 4. 
Step 3. If a 11 > S(d) then A is SR; stop. Else A is not SR; stop. 
Step 4. Compute p(A). 
Step 5. Find all rows with exactly one entry greater than S( p( A) @d). 
Step 6. If such rows do not exist hen A is not SR; stop. Else rearrange rows 
and columns of A in such a way that the chosen rows will stand in 
the first positions and their maximal entries will become diagonal. If
that is not possible then A is not SR; stop. 
Step 7. Set d = S(p( A) @d ), delete the chosen rows and columns (denote 
the obtained matrix again by A), and go to step 2. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Continued). We use this algorithm for (2,2) submatrices of
A&e given (3,2) matrix. For all the matrices 
we obtain p(A) = 2, and the algorithm terminates in step 6, as there is no 
row with exactly one entry greater than S(p( A)) = 3. s completes the 
argumentation in this example- none of the (2,2) square submatrices i
strongly regular. 
we rearrange 
onthm, then its co 
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e matrix A with 
ent in the ith row 
column of AC. e variables fr( i ) 
ectively have or 
g(i) denote the column indices of 
aining matrix A’. [Notice that for 
A‘) > mi( A’) the value of pi( G( i)) is determined uniquely; 
PiigCi)) maY be chosen arbitrarily from all existing possibilities.] The vectors 
r, c indicate the order in which the rows and columns of A should be chosen 
to form a strongly trapezoidal matrix equivalent to A. 
h,GORrTHM STRTP. 
hput: A matrix AE B&n). 
tput: strongtrap = “no” if A is not equivalent to an ST matrix, 
strongtrap = “yes” in the opposite case with the ST matrix equiva- 
lent to A. 
1 (say i, j are the only row and column indices with fr( i) = 1 
and fc( pi( j)) = 1 respectively) 
a(s)), r(n) := i, c(n) := j, strongtrap := “yes” 
en strongtrap := “ yes” 
THEO~M 5. Algorithm STIZTP is correct and terminates after using 
0( n2 log n) arithmetical operations. 
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is shown in Lemmas 6-10. 
order to determine its computational complexity, recall first that to arrange n 
rows nonincreasingly we need 0(n2 log n) operations. The initialization of 
the algorithm takes 0( n2) operations. The main while loop will be repeated 
at most n times, because the value of s increases at least by 1 in each 
repetition. The number of operations for fixed s is at most O(n) except for 
the evaluation of G(i) and g(i). But these variables increase monotonically; 
hence the total number of operations needed for their evaluation throughout 
the algorithm is 0(n2). Fin&y, the number of operations at the end of 
algorithm is constant; thus the complexity of the whole algorithm is 
0( n2 log n). 
EXAMPLE 3. illustrate the algorithm by its application to the matrix 
‘4 8 1 0 10 
91 25 4 
A== 4 8 0 8 2 
19 2 12 5 3 
\ 2 7 
over (X, < ). n this case we 
d = 3, = { 1,2,3,4), m = r(2) = 2, c(2) = 1, lY(2) = 5; 
r(3) = 3, c(3) = 2; ar(3) = 5. 
d = 5, = { 1,4}, m = 5, r(4) = 1, c(4) = 5, ar(4) = 6; 
r(5) = 4, c(5) = 3; ar(5) = 6. 
ence strongtrap = “yes”, and the desired strongly trapezoidal matrix is 
‘7 0 1 2\ 
5 914 2 
C=8 48 2 0 
0 4 8 10 1 
\5 19 2 3 121 
iagonal vector ar( C) = (3,5,5,6,6)‘. 
thm for checking strong regularity of matrices 
ndence in bottle- 
of matrices in the 
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